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populated and vacuum states can occur selecting a threshold of N ≥ 2 for the minimum number, N, of
neighboring particles enabling autocatalytic creation at an empty site. Fundamental open questions remain
given the lack of a thermodynamic framework for analysis. For a square lattice with N = 2, we show that phase
coexistence occurs not at a unique value but for a finite range of particle annihilation rate (the natural control
parameter). This generic two-phase coexistence also persists when perturbing the model to allow spontaneous
particle creation. Such behavior contrasts both the Gibbs phase rule for thermodynamic systems and also
previous analysis for this model. We find metastability near the transition corresponding to a non-zero
effective line tension, also contrasting previously suggested critical behavior. Mean-field type analysis,
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Threshold versions of Schloegl’s model on a lattice, which involve autocatalytic creation and spon-
taneous annihilation of particles, can provide a simple prototype for discontinuous non-equilibrium
phase transitions. These models are equivalent to so-called threshold contact processes. A discon-
tinuous transition between populated and vacuum states can occur selecting a threshold of N ≥ 2
for the minimum number, N , of neighboring particles enabling autocatalytic creation at an empty
site. Fundamental open questions remain given the lack of a thermodynamic framework for analysis.
For a square lattice with N = 2, we show that phase coexistence occurs not at a unique value but
for a finite range of particle annihilation rate (the natural control parameter). This generic two-phase
coexistence also persists when perturbing the model to allow spontaneous particle creation. Such
behavior contrasts both the Gibbs phase rule for thermodynamic systems and also previous analysis
for this model. We find metastability near the transition corresponding to a non-zero effective line
tension, also contrasting previously suggested critical behavior. Mean-field type analysis, extended
to treat spatially heterogeneous states, further elucidates model behavior. C 2015 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4918908]
I. INTRODUCTION
Discontinuous phase transitions, and associated phase
coexistence, have been studied extensively in equilibrium
thermodynamic systems of infinite size. Here, the Gibbs phase
rule implies that for a system with n-control parameters, phase
coexistence can only occur in an (n − 1)-dimensional region of
parameter space where chemical potentials of the two phases
are equal. Nonetheless, challenges remain regarding a com-
plete characterization of metastability or hysteresis and asso-
ciated nucleation phenomena.1,2 For non-equilibrium systems
where the rates for transitions between states do not satisfy
detailed-balance, there is even less understanding regarding
fundamental behavior given the lack of a thermodynamic
free energy framework.3,4 Characterizing behavior in these
systems has been presented as a “scientific grand challenge.”5
In particular, the lack of applicability of the Gibbs phase rule
opens the possibility for phase coexistence in a finite region
of parameter space with non-zero “volume” (i.e., for finite
range of a single control parameter or in a region with non-
zero area rather than just along a curve in a two-dimensional
parameter space). This phenomenon is described as “generic
two-phase coexistence” (generic 2PC) or sometimes as generic
non-ergodicity.6–12
A general strategy to assess generic 2PC is to explore
the evolution of a large droplet of one phase embedded in the
other phase. Generic 2PC will be taken to imply that in a finite
region of parameter space, the radius of the droplet shrinks at
a)Current address: School of Mathematics, Georgia Institute of Technology,
686 Cherry St., Atlanta, Georgia 30322.
roughly constant rate and thus, ultimately disappears for both
choices of embedded phase.7,8,10 It is straightforward to relate
this feature of generic 2PC to an orientation-dependence in the
propagation of planar interfaces between the phases,7,8,10 as is
discussed further below.
Stochastic systems where such behavior might be revealed
are those exhibiting bistability in a mean-field (MF) descrip-
tion, but where there is an underlying discrete spatial lattice
structure to break rotational isotropy, as well as strong fluctu-
ations. Such systems might include catalytic CO-oxidation on
crystalline surfaces with limited surface mobility at high pres-
sure13–15 or spatially discrete population dynamics or epidemic
models.16,17
Perhaps, the most simple and natural models in which to
explore non-equilibrium phase transitions are threshold ver-
sions of single-component Schloegl models for autocatalysis18
or the equivalent threshold contact processes.17,19–24 In these
Schloegl models, particles, X, reside on the sites of an infinite
lattice. Particles spontaneously annihilate, X → ∅, at rate, p.
Particles are created autocatalytically at empty sites if N or
more particles reside on adjacent nearest-neighbor (NN) sites,
∅ + N X → (N + 1)X. For spatially homogeneous states, we
will let C denote the concentration of particles, i.e., the prob-
ability that a site is occupied.
The case N = 1 corresponds to the standard contact pro-
cesses, which is known to undergo a continuous transition from
a populated phase or state with 0 < C ≤ 1 to a vacuum phase
or state with C = 0 above a critical value of p.3 Based on a
mean-field analysis,18 choices with N ≥ 2 can instead poten-
tially exhibit a discontinuous transition between populated and
vacuum states where C jumps discontinuously to zero upon
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increasing p. We will just consider the case N = 2 (a quadratic
contact process) for a square lattice. There are various possible
prescriptions of the autocatalytic configurations and associated
creation rates. The conventional threshold model for N = 2
considered in this study, and previously by other groups, as-
signs a single creation rate of unity for empty sites with any
configuration of N ≥ 2 particles on NN sites,20,22–24 see Fig. 1.
The Durrett threshold model for N = 2 assigns a creation rate
equal to k/4, where k is the number of diagonally neighboring
pairs of particles adjacent to the empty site.9,17,25 There can
be k = 4, 2, 1, or 0 such pairs as apparent from the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, or 4th-6th configurations for particle creation in Fig. 1,
respectively. Thus, the Durrett creation rate is normalized so
that its maximum value is unity for an empty site with all four
NN sites occupied.
It is appropriate to mention that both conventional and
Durrett N = 2 threshold models on a square lattice incorporate
an “anomaly:” the populated state cannot displace the vacuum
state separated from it by a vertical or horizontal interface, and
a droplet of the populated state embedded in the vacuum state
can never expand beyond a rectangular region circumscribing
the initial droplet.10–12,17,23 For this reason, it will be instructive
to also consider more general models “perturbed” from the
above basic models to allow spontaneous creation of particles
at empty sites with a (small) rate ε > 0. This perturbation
removes the above-mentioned anomaly.
Regarding the possible occurrence of generic 2PC in sto-
chastic models, this phenomenon was rigorously demonstrated
for Toom’s model of voter dynamics.6–8 Generic 2PC was also
observed in simulations of the Durrett threshold model for
N = 210–12 and in perturbations thereof,26,27 as well as in mod-
els involving interface pinning.9 However, there is a perception
that generic 2PC in Toom or Durrett type models derives from
the unusual choices of rates in those models.23,28 This percep-
tion is buoyed by the feature that a discontinuous transition
at a single point apparently occurs in the classic Ziff-Gulari-
Barshad (ZGB) reaction model,29 in variants of ZGB-type
models with large diffusion30,31 or reaction32 lengths, and also
in contact processes with large diffusion27 or interaction33,34
lengths. Furthermore, there appears to be a general expecta-
tion that for a conventional threshold Schloegl model or con-
tact process, generic 2PC should not occur, so that the Gibbs
phase rule applies.23,35,36 In fact, for the conventional N = 2
threshold model on a square lattice shown in Fig. 1, a previ-
ous simulation study by da Silva and de Oliveira23 suggested
that in the limit of large system size, a discontinuous transi-
tion occurs from the populated to the vacuum state and that
phase coexistence occurs at a unique value of p = pe ≈ 0.35
in the spirit of the Gibbs rule. In addition, it was suggested
in Ref. 23 that critical behavior with divergent fluctuations37
occurs at this discontinuous transition. We will dispute both
claims.
FIG. 1. Schematic of particle annihilation and creation processes and rates
in the conventional N = 2 threshold Schloegl or contact process on a square
lattice. Filled (empty) circles denote particles (empty sites).
Next, we provide further discussion of: (i) droplet dy-
namics as applied to characterize phase stability and generic
2PC; (ii) consequences of and elimination of the above-men-
tioned anomaly in the N = 2 threshold models; (iii) the rela-
tionship between orientation-dependence of planar interface
propagation and generic 2PC; and (iv) issues pertaining to
metastability and criticality at a discontinuous phase transi-
tion.
(i) Dynamics of embedded droplets. Applying the above-
mentioned criterion to our threshold Schloegl models, generic
2PC implies that over a finite range of the particle annihilation
rate p, the radius of an arbitrarily large droplet both of the
populated state embedded in the vacuum state, and of the
vacuum state embedded in the populated state, must shrink at
roughly constant rate. One might anticipate that outside the
region of generic 2PC, an arbitrarily large droplet of the less
(more) stable phase would generally shrink (grow). However,
the anomaly in our N = 2 threshold models on a square lattice
means that the populated droplet can never grow and thus,
must ultimately disappear if for no other reason as a result
of fluctuations. Indeed, such slow fluctuation-mediated decay
of embedded populated droplets must occur for low p. For
this reason, we enforce the stronger requirement of shrink-
ing at roughly constant rate rather than a weaker criterion of
just shrinking with certainty (even though the former does
not apply for curvature-driven shrinkage in thermodynamic
systems at phase coexistence). With the weaker criterion, the
vacuum state would be regarded as stable for low p, where the
populated state is expected to also be stable, i.e., one would
have “artificial” generic 2PC in this low p regime.
(ii)Elimination of the anomaly in N = 2 thresholdmodels.
A simple strategy to eliminate the feature that the populated
droplets cannot expand into the vacuum state is to “perturb” the
basic model to incorporate autocatalytic creation of particles
at (small) rate ε > 0. (An alternative would be to introduce
particle diffusion.) Such perturbations also allow the populated
state to displace the vacuum state separated from it from by
a horizontal or vertical interface. The perturbed models have
a two-dimensional parameters space, and now generic 2PC
will exist in a region of finite area. Also outside this region,
a sufficiently large droplet of the stable state will now always
grow.
(iii) Orientation-dependent interface propagation. A sig-
nature feature which can control droplet dynamics and lead to
generic 2PC is an orientation-dependence of the propagation
and stationarity of planar interfaces separating different states.
This feature was already recognized for Toom’s model.6–8 For
threshold models, it is convenient to define an equistability
point, p = peq, corresponding to a stationary planar interface.
Then, the populated state displaces the vacuum state for p
< peq, and the opposite applies for p > peq. Suppose that peq
increases from p− to p+ changing the interface orientation from
horizontal (or vertical) to diagonal. Then, for p− < p < p+, an
embedded vacuum droplet will evolve to a diamond shape and
then shrink (and an embedded populated droplet will evolve
to a square shape and then shrink) at roughly constant rate
(see later examples) demonstrating generic 2PC. Thus, rather
than just conventional simulations of homogeneous states
in threshold models,23,31 analysis of interface and droplet
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evolution in heterogeneous systems is invaluable. (One caveat
to the above description for the threshold models is that a
vertical or horizontal interface is stationary for all p > peq since
the populated state cannot displace the vacuum state, but the
vacuum state still displaces the populated state for p > peq.)
(iv) Metastability versus criticality at discontinuous tran-
sitions.For any discontinuous transition, a basic issue is wheth-
er there is the usual non-zero effective line tension at the inter-
face between coexisting states,1,2 or perhaps criticality with
divergent fluctuations.33 A non-zero line tension ensures that
fluctuations remain finite at the transition, as in thermodynamic
phase transitions, and implies metastability. We propose that
the conventional threshold model (as well as Durrett’s version)
for N = 2 has a non-zero line tension rather than criticality. We
do emphasize the difficulty in developing a rigorous treatment
of metastability even in thermodynamic systems38,39 let alone
non-equilibrium systems.11,27,40,41 For example, it is expected
that metastable states cannot be defined as unique analytic
extensions of stable states.
In this paper, we present both Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)
simulations and an approximate analytic treatment for the
conventional N = 2 threshold model on a square lattice. Pre-
vious simulations in Ref. 23 considered only homogeneous
states, but here we exploit both simulations and analytic the-
ory to characterize heterogeneous states (specifically planar
interfaces and droplets), which proves invaluable for eluci-
dating generic 2PC. Our previous studies considered exclu-
sively the distinct Durrett version of the N = 2 threshold
model but did explore heterogeneous states. It should be noted
that simulations exist of other realizations of N = 2 Schloegl
models42 with distinct behavior from that described here.
Model behavior depends on the realization, so results presented
below are specific to our realization. In Sec. II, we present
the exact hierarchical master equations for the conventional
threshold model for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
states. We also describe mean-field type truncation approxi-
mations. In Sec. III, we will present KMC simulation results
which precisely characterize both steady-state and kinetic
behavior and also the behavior associated with interfaces
and droplets. We present a precise analysis of equistability
of planar interfaces, sometimes exploiting finite-size-scaling
and refined constant-coverage simulation algorithms. Utilizing
new algorithms, we also analyze critical droplet size in the
context of nucleation theory. In Sec. IV, we present a hetero-
geneous mean-field analysis of the above issues (including
the first such analysis of critical droplet size), predictions of
which are compared with KMC results. Section V provides
our conclusions.
II. EXACT MASTER EQUATIONS
AND APPROXIMATIONS (FOR ε ≥ 0)
First, we present the exact form of the hierarchical master
equations for spatially homogeneous states in the conventional
N = 2 threshold model on an infinite square lattice, allowing
for perturbation to include spontaneous particle creation. Let
x (o) indicate a filled (empty) sites and P’s denote proba-
bilities of various configurations, so P[x] = C, P[o] = 1 − C
for single-site configurations, P[x x] + P[x o] = P[x] = C for
pairs of sites, etc. Accounting for spontaneous annihilation of
particles at rate p, possible spontaneous creation at empty sites
at (small) rate ε, and autocatalytic creation at empty sites at
rate 1 for site with two or more neighboring particles, one has
that
d
dt
P [x] = −p · P [x] + ε · P[o]
+ P

x
x o x
x

+ 4P

x
x o x
o

+ 4P

x
x o o
o

+ 2P

o
x o x
o

. (1)
This equation is not closed, but one can develop equations
for probabilities of pairs and larger configurations of sites to
form an infinity hierarchy. To truncate the hierarchy, the mean-
field site approximation neglects all spatial correlations setting
P

x
x o x
x

= P[x]4P[o], etc. The refined Kirkwood-type
pair approximation retains pair probabilities setting P

x
x o x
x

= P[xo]4/P[o]3, where the denominator compensates for over-
counting of the central empty site, etc.3,12,25,43
In the site approximation, the time-evolution of the con-
centration is given by
d/dt C = −pC + ε(1 − C) + (1 − C)[C4 + 4C3(1 − C)
+ 6C2(1 − C)2] ≡ R(C), say. (2)
Our main interest is in steady-state behavior for ε = 0 where
in the site-approximation,23
p = C(1 − C)(6 − 8C + 3C2) (populated state), or
C = 0 (vacuum state). (3)
From (3), one determines the upper spinodal boundary for the
populated state as ps(site) = 0.815 423.23 A corresponding pair
approximation analysis is most naturally formulated in terms
of the conditional concentration, K , for a site to be occupied
given an adjacent empty site.12,25 Then, steady-state K for ε
= 0 satisfies (cf. Ref. 23)
p = K(1 − K)(3 − 2K) (populated state) or
K = 0 (vacuum state), (4)
leading to the pair approximation estimate of upper spin-
odal, ps(pair) = (10 + 72/3)/54 = 0.528 153. We shall see in
Sec. III that these estimates are significantly above the value
obtained from KMC simulation. However, mean-field site
and pair predictions for the steady-state C(p) versus p are
actually very close to the KMC results for p up to about 0.25,
see Sec. III for a detailed comparison. Interestingly, a more
detailed analysis for the steady-state for ε = 0 shows that for
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the populated state
C(p) = 1 − p + p2 − p3 − 3p4 + 22p5 +O(p6), (5)
where it is only in the O(p6) term that a difference appears
between site (−77p6) and pair (−113p6) results. The dominant
small-p steady-state behavior, C(p) ≈ 1 − p, is clear as in this
regime, the model corresponds to random particle annihilation
and creation.
The above master equations and approximations naturally
generalize to spatially heterogeneous states. Let xi, j (oi, j)
indicate that site (i,j) is filled (empty), and let P’s denote proba-
bilities for various configurations of sites. Thus, P[xi, j] = Ci, j
and P[oi, j] = 1 − Ci, j denote the probability that site (i,j) is
occupied and empty, respectively, P[xi, j xi, j+1] denotes the
probability of a filled pair, etc. Accounting for creation and loss
of particles at site (i,j), one has that
d/dt P[xi, j] = −p · P[xi, j] + ε · P[oi, j] + P

xi, j+1
xi−1, j oi, j xi+1, j
xi, j−1

+ P

xi, j+1
oi−1, j oi, j xi+1, j
xi, j−1

+ · · ·. (6)
In (6), for the autocatalytic particle creation (gain) terms at empty site (i,j), we have explicitly listed contributions from the
configuration with four particles NN to site (i,j), one out of four terms with three NN particles, but left implicit six additional
terms with two NN particles. One can also develop equations for the evolution of probabilities for multisite configurations to
generate an infinite hierarchy. The site and pair approximations used to truncate the hierarchy for homogeneous states naturally
extend to this heterogeneous case.
The truncated heterogeneous hierarchical master equations reduce to lattice differential equations (LDEs)44,45 which might
also be regarded as discrete reaction-diffusion type equations.12,25,46–49 In the mean-field site approximation for ε = 0, from (6)
and using R(C) from (2), one obtains
d/dt Ci, j = −pCi, j + (1 − Ci, j)[Ci−1, jCi, j+1,Ci+1, jCi, j−1 + (1 − Ci−1, j)Ci, j+1,Ci+1, jCi, j−1 + · · ·]
= R(Ci, j) + (1 − Ci, j)[Ci−1, jCi, j+1,Ci+1, jCi, j−1 − (Ci, j)4]
+ (1 − Ci, j)[(1 − Ci−1, j)Ci, j+1,Ci+1, jCi, j−1 − (1 − Ci, j)(Ci, j)3] + · · ·. (7)
In the expression for the gain terms after the first equality in (7), we first explicitly list contribution for four particles NN to site
(i,j), then for one of four terms with three NN particles, but leave implicit six additional terms with two NN particles. The expres-
sion after the second equality extracts separately the reaction kinetics term, R(Ci, j), to more explicitly show the nature of the
spatial coupling (noting that all the coupling terms vanish for homogeneous states). Clearly, these LDEs do not have the simple
and most common discrete Nagumo form, where the spatial coupling has the generic form D∆Ci, j involving a discrete Laplacian
∆Ci, j = Ci+1, j + Ci, j+1 + Ci−1, j + Ci, j−1 − 4Ci, j. The spatial coupling in (7) has more complex non-linear form in part reflecting
a concentration-dependent effective diffusivity (cf. Refs. 12 and 25, and 46–49).
For analysis of droplet dynamics, one must use the general form of the above equations. However, some simplification is
possible for the analysis of the evolution of planar interfaces. For example, for diagonal interfaces of slope S = 1, one has that
Ci, j = Ci− j depends only on i − j and (7) reduces to
d/dt Cm = −pCm + (1 − Cm)[(Cm+1)2(Cm−1)2 + 2(Cm+1)2Cm−1(1 − Cm−1) + 2(Cm−1)2Cm+1(1 − Cm+1) + · · ·]
= R(Cm) + (1 − Cm)[(Cm+1)2(Cm−1)2 − (Cm)4] + · · ·. (8)
It is clear that for planar interfaces, the spatial coupling struc-
ture in the LDE depends upon the orientation S and thus so
should interface propagation and stationarity.12,25,43 We shall
see that this feature recovers actual behavior for the conven-
tional N = 2 threshold model. In the pair approximation, one
has coupled LDEs for single-site and pair quantities. We do not
present the complicated form of these equations, but the reader
is referred to Refs. 12 and 25, and 49 for analogous examples
for the Durrett N = 2 threshold model.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR HOMOGENEOUS
AND HETEROGENEOUS STATES
A. Steady-states and equistability (for ε ≥ 0)
For the conventional threshold model with N = 2 and
ε = 0 on a square lattice, KMC simulations for specified
constant-p can follow the time-evolution of the model to
determine stable steady-states and also to assess metastability.
Such an analysis of steady-states was performed previously in
Ref. 23 to determine the concentration, C(p), of the populated
steady-state versus p. Our own simulations starting from a state
with C = 1 are entirely consistent with these previous results
in the limit of large system size. Results for this steady-state
concentration, C(p), are shown as the upper solid black curve
and symbols in Fig. 2 for p < pe ≈ 0.35. If one chooses p just
above pe, the system remains in a metastable populated state
with high C-value before slowing evolving to the vacuum state.
This metastable extension of the stable state is also indicated in
Fig. 2. This constitutes classic metastability behavior expected
for a discontinuous phase transition. We also note that simple
analytic approximations discussed in Sec. II accurately recover
the simulated C(p) versus p at least for p up to about 0.25.
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The success of these approximations is expected not just
because low-p behavior corresponds to essentially random
particle creation (annihilation) at rate 1 (p), but also given the
observation in Sec. I that site and pair approximations Taylor
expansions for C(p) versus p agree to O(p6).
A particularly effective approach to assess this discontin-
uous transition is the constant-concentration (CC) ensemble
simulation approach of Ziff and Brosilow.50 One identifies
a target concentration, Ct, picks a site at random, and at-
tempts to create (annihilate) a particle at that site if the current
C < Ct (C > Ct). Creation only occurs if the site is empty with
two or more populated NN and annihilation only occurs if the
site is populated. The number of creation attempts divided by
the number of annihilation attempts (whether successful or not)
averaged over a long simulation is set equal to 1/pt. Here,
p = pt is the p-value corresponding to C = Ct. CC-simulation
should generally match constant-p simulation for large system
size. For systems where C jumps discontinuously from C−
to C+ between low and high concentration states at a unique
p = peq, choosing Ct anywhere in the middle of the range
C− < Ct < C+ will recover pt = peq. Also, the simulated long-
time state should correspond to a strip configuration of one
state separated from the other by a planar interface. However,
for the N = 2 threshold model, judiciously starting the simu-
lation with a strip geometry reveals that pt = peq depends on
the orientation of the strip, as described below. (This feature is
obscured starting with a random configuration.23)
Selection of an initial strip geometry with prescribed
orientation is readily achieved for a vertical strip (slope S = ∞)
or horizontal strip (S = 0) or a diagonal strip (S = 1) using
an L × L site square simulation cell with periodic boundary
conditions (PBCs). Strips with other slopes, S, can be gener-
ated using a rectangular simulation cell with PBC with the
appropriate aspect ratio, S. Note that while the strip edges
fluctuate during the simulation, the overall orientation or slope
is preserved by the periodic boundary conditions. Perform-
ing CC simulations for a range of initial strip orientations al-
lows precise determination of the S-dependence of the equista-
bility p = peq(S). We find that pe = maxS peq(S) = peq(S = 1)
= 0.351 78(2) is slightly above peq(S = 2) = 0.3497(1) and
further above pf = minS peq(S) = peq(S = 0 or∞) = 0.3161(1),
see Appendix A for details. Stationary interfaces for the two
FIG. 2. Steady-state behavior of the conventional N = 2 threshold model
with ε = 0, also showing the metastable extension above p = pe to an effec-
tive spinodal, ps(eff )≈ 0.369. We show KMC, site- and pair-approximation
predictions. Insets: images from CC simulations of stationary diagonal and
vertical interfaces between coexisting states at p = p f and p = pe, respec-
tively. Black sites are occupied and white sites are empty.
limiting cases S = 1 and S = 0 or∞ are illustrated in the insets
of Fig. 2.
In Sec. III C, we discuss in detail how the orientation-
dependence of interface propagation associated with the above
S-dependence of peq ensures that arbitrarily large droplets of
either phase embedded in the other shrink at roughly constant
rate for pf < p < pe. Thus, our conclusion is that this conven-
tional N = 2 threshold model with ε = 0 exhibits generic 2PC
for pf < p < pe, where both the populated and vacuum states
are regarded as stable. In addition, we note that for p > pe,
the vacuum state is the unique stable steady state. For p < pf ,
the populated state is stable. The absorbing vacuum state can
also persist indefinitely for p < pf . However, we do not charac-
terize it as stable in the usual sense as droplets of the populated
state are only eliminated very slowly as a result of fluctuations.
We have noted above how a discontinuous transition occurs
from the populated state to the vacuum state upon increasing p
above pe. It is also tempting to associate the lower boundary,
pf , of the generic 2PC region with a discontinuous transition
from the vacuum state to the populated state. However, the
absorbing nature of the vacuum state precludes this simple
interpretation, an anomaly which is resolved by consideration
of the perturbed model below.
A broader perspective on generic 2PC, and further demon-
stration of its robustness, comes from consideration of the
more general perturbed version of the conventional N = 2
threshold model with spontaneous particle creation at empty
sites with (small) rate ε > 0. In this model, the discontin-
uous transition persists for 0 ≤ ε < εc, where ε = εc ≈ 0.006
corresponds to a non-equilibrium critical point, as does generic
2PC for a range pf(ε) < p < pe(ε). (The critical point is ex-
pected to be in the Ising universality class.26) For 0 < ε < εc,
the discontinuous transition now occurs between a highly
populated and a relatively unpopulated (near-vacuum) states.
Specifically, a discontinuous transition occurs from highly
populated to the near-vacuum state upon increasing p above
pe(ε), and a discontinuous transition occurs from the near-
vacuum to the highly populated state upon decreasing p
below pf(ε). For p < pf(ε) [p > pe(ε)], the highly populated
[near-vacuum] state is the unique stable steady state, and for
pf(ε) < p < pe(ε), both states are stable. Also, just as there is a
metastable extension of the highly populated state extending
above pe(ε), analogous to that characterized above for ε = 0,
there is also a metastable extension of the near-vacuum state
extending below pf(ε). This extension is indicated in the inset
of Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 shows the variation of the equistability peq(S)
with ε for 0 ≤ ε ≤ εc and for different interface orienta-
tions S = 1, 2, 3, and ∞ (or 0). For each ε in the range
0 < ε < εc (as for ε = 0), peq(S) decreases monotonically
as S increases from 1 to ∞, where pe(ε) = maxS peq(S) and
pe(ε) = maxS peq(S). It follows that the droplets of the vac-
uum state embedded in the populated state will grow for
p > pe(ε) and shrink for p < pe(ε); droplets of the populated
state embedded in the vacuum state will grow for p < pf (ε)
and shrink for p > pf (ε). Growth and shrinkage occur at
non-zero velocity consistent with generic 2PC existence for
pf (ε) < p < pe(ε), see Sec. III C. Significantly, one sees
that pf (ε) → pf (0) = 0.3161 and pf (ε) → pf (0) = 0.351 78
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FIG. 3. Complete phase or bifurcation diagram for the conventional thresh-
old model for N = 2 on a square lattice perturbed to include spontaneous
particle creation at rate ε. Shown: variation of peq(S) with ε for various S.
The highest and lowest curves border the regime of generic 2PC. The inset
shows steady-state behavior for ε = 0.001.
(values listed above) smoothly as ε → 0, supporting our iden-
tification of generic 2PC for the conventional N = 2 threshold
model for ε = 0.
B. Kinetics and metastability (for ε = 0)
For the conventional N = 2 threshold model for ε = 0,
we now turn to the utilization of constant-p KMC simulations
to assess the kinetics of “rapid” approach to the absorbing
vacuum state for p well above the discontinuous transition.
There is evidence of a somewhat ill-defined metastable popu-
lated state for some finite range of p just above the generic
2PC region. We denote this range by pe < p < ps(eff ), where
ps(eff ) is an effective spinodal point, see Fig. 2. A useful
approach to assess ps(eff ) is to anticipate that the kinetics of
evolution to the vacuum state well above the transition is pri-
marily controlled by the distance δps = p − ps(eff ) > 0 above
the effective spinodal. Specifically, we anticipate kinetics of
the form,11,27,30
C(t) ≈ f (δpst), where f (x) → 0, as x → ∞, (9)
with the function f (x) roughly independent of p. The feature
that f (x) → 0 as x → ∞ ensures that C → 0, as t → ∞, and
furthermore f (x) should vanishes exponentially as for mean-
field chemical kinetics. An analysis of the kinetics for 0.378
< p < 0.388 for a 1024 × 1024 site system shown in Fig. 4
confirms this behavior and revealing the form of the universal
function f (x) as well as yielding the estimate ps(eff ) = 0.369.
We caution again that there is no precisely defined meta-
stable state or spinodal, and correspondingly that the estimate
of ps(eff ) does depend on somewhat the range of p-values
selected. By analogy with behavior in kinetic versions of ferro-
magnetic Ising models, the regime δps > 0 corresponds to the
so-called strong-field regime, where evolution is reminiscent
of spinodal decomposition.51
Next, we assess the more complex kinetics for pe < p
< ps(eff ) involving “slow” evolution from the metastable popu-
lated state to the vacuum state mediated by nucleation and
growth of supercritical droplets of the stable vacuum state in-
side the metastable state. Below, we letCm denotes the concen-
tration of the metastable state, Jnuc denotes the nucleation
rate for supercritical droplets, and Vgrow denotes the charac-
FIG. 4. Spinodal kinetics of rapid approach to the absorbing vacuum state
for δps = p− ps(eff ) > 0 selecting p ranging from 0.378 to 0.388 increasing
in increments of 0.002. The inset confirms the behavior C(t)≈ f (δpst) with
ps(eff )≈ 0.369.
teristic radial growth velocity of such nuclei. Then, consistent
with the general Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK)
theory for nucleation kinetics,52–54 as in previous studies
of nucleation-mediated kinetics for non-equilibrium sys-
tems,11,27,40 we anticipate that
C(t) ≈ Cm exp[−(t/τnuc)3], where
τnuc ∝ (Vgrow)−2/3(Jnuc)−1/3, (10)
and τnuc is the characteristic time for nucleation-mediated
evolution to the vacuum state. Simulation data for kinetics
for 0.362 < p < 0.374 in a 4096 × 4096 site system shown in
Fig. 5 reveal the above sigmoidal Arvami form for lower p.
Fitting the slopes of the ln C versus t3 data allows extraction
of τnuc which varies from 1.2 × 104 time units for p = 0.362
to 6.8 × 102 time units for p = 0.374 (the latter not strictly
reflecting nucleation). Results for τnuc are shown in Fig. 6.
For a more detailed analysis, by analogy with thermo-
dynamic systems, we anticipate a nucleation rate with the
specific form Jnuc ∼ exp[−cnuc/δp], where δp = p − pe mea-
sures the driving force for nucleation.11,27,40 It is natural to
write cnuc ∝ (σeff )2, where σeff denotes the effective line ten-
sion at interface between coexisting states.27,41 If one
also accounts for the feature that the asymptotic growth
velocity for large droplets (with near-planar interfaces)
should scale like Vgrow ∝ δp,11,27,30,55 then it follows that
FIG. 5. JMAK kinetics for the slow approach to the absorbing vacuum
state mainly for pe = 0.3518 < p < ps(eff )= 0.369, selecting p ranging from
0.362 to 0.374 increasing in increments of 0.002 with slower evolution for
lower p. Inset: rescaled kinetics also illustrating the Avrami form of the data.
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FIG. 6. Dependence of the characteristic time, τnuc≈ b (δp)−2/3 exp[cnuc/
(3δp)], for nucleation-mediated evolution on the distance δp = p− pe above
the 2PC region. The slope corresponds to the value of cnuc≈ 0.125 and the
y-axis intercept yields b≈ 8.5.
τnuc ≈ b (δp)−2/3 exp[cnuc/(3δp)].11 Note that various refine-
ments of the prefactor are possible,27 but the dominant depen-
dence on δp is given by the exponential factor. The appropri-
ateness of this form for τnuc is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 6.
Assessment of the key parameter, cnuc, follows precisely from
the slope in this near-linear variation of ln(δp2/3τnuc) versus
1/δp. The key point is that the slope is unambiguously positive
corresponding to cnuc ≈ 0.125, and as a result, the effective
line tension σeff is strictly positive in this conventional N = 2
threshold model. Thus, we conclude that this system does
exhibit conventional metastability and nucleation behavior
associated with a non-zero effective line tension. Finally, we
remark that a previous analogous analysis for the Durrett N
= 2 threshold model revealed that cnuc ≈ 0.02411 correspond-
ing to a finite effective line tension roughly half the magnitude
of that in this conventional N = 2 threshold model.
Such metastability behavior associated with a non-zero
effective line tension is distinct from that at a critical discon-
tinuous phase transition proposed in Ref. 23. Critical behavior
has been associated with vanishing line tension in voter-type
models56 and also with diverging correlation lengths.37 In Ap-
pendix B, we reassess the fluctuation analysis in Ref. 23 for
this conventional N = 2 threshold model.
C. Droplet dynamics and critical droplets (for ε = 0)
For the conventional N = 2 threshold model with ε = 0,
we consider first the fate of a vacuum droplet with roughly
circular shape embedded in the populated state. For pf < p
< pe, the horizontal and vertical edges (S = 0 and∞) will grow
outwards and ultimately disappear since p > pf . Thus, the
droplet will convert to a diamond shape bordered by diagonal
edges with S = 1 and will thus shrink at constant rate since
p < pe. Such vacuum droplet evolution is demonstrated in
Fig. 7(a) for p = 0.340. For p < pf , all edge orientations of the
vacuum droplet will shrink, and for p > pe, all edge orienta-
tions will grow at constant rate (not shown). Thus, the popu-
lated state is stable for all p < pe. For a populated droplet with
roughly circular shape embedded in the vacuum state for some
p in the range pf < p < pe, edges with diagonal orientations
will grow outwards since p < pe and ultimately disappear.
Thus, the droplet will convert to a square shape bordered by
horizontal and vertical edges with S = 0 and ∞ and will thus
shrink at constant rate since p > pf , see Fig. 7(b). For p > pe,
all edge orientations of the populated droplet will shrink at
constant rate. Thus, the vacuum state is stable for all p > pf .
For p < pf , all orientations of the populated droplet with
roughly circular shape embedded in the vacuum state will
initially grow (not shown). However, the anomaly in the
N = 2 threshold model means that this droplet can never
expand outside a circumscribing rectangular region and thus,
will ultimately disappear due to fluctuation effects. The popu-
lated droplet will survive a long time, its lifetime scaling expo-
nentially with droplet radius (rather than linearly with radius)
for p > pf . Thus, on average, the droplet radius decreases more
slowly than at roughly constant rate, and we do not regard the
vacuum state as stable for p < pf . All the above results imply
that generic 2PC occurs only for pf < p < pe.
Finally, we briefly describe an additional droplet anal-
ysis related to nucleation-mediated evolution to the vacuum
state for pe < p < ps(eff ) and associated metastability of the
populated state. Specifically, we characterize critical vacuum
droplets in this regime. Droplet size can be defined using a
percolation-theoretic framework as the number, M , of con-
nected NN empty sites and an effective radius, R, then deter-
mined by M = πR2. The basic picture is that there exists a crit-
ical size, Rc, such that smaller vacuum droplets with radius R
< Rc should shrink, while larger droplets with R > Rc should
grow. In the spirit of a conventional nucleation theory, we
expect for this non-equilibrium model that
Rc ∼ σeff/δp (critical droplet radius), (11)
where again σeff is an effective line tension.11,27,41 (Note that
droplet fate can be somewhat ambiguous given the fluctuating
background in contrast to droplets embedded in an absorbing
state.57)
Constant-p simulation can be used to track the evolution of
vacuum droplets with different initial sizes and thus, to assess
Rc for a specific p. More extensive analysis also yields Rc
versus δp. However, a potentially more efficient alternative
approach applies CC simulations to directly stabilize critical
vacuum droplets.26,27,30,50 We find that complications arise
in this analysis since the size of the vacuum droplet is not
fixed in CC simulation. One can average droplet size and
FIG. 7. Stability of states against expansion of embedded droplet of the
other state for p= 0.340 in the generic 2PC regime p f < p < pe: (a) vacuum
droplet in the populated state and (b) populated droplet embedded in the
vacuum state. System size: 512×512 sites.
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FIG. 8. KMC simulation results, as well as site- and pair-approximations’
LDE analysis, of critical vacuum droplet size for the conventional N = 2
threshold model for ε = 0. Inset: results for the Durrett N = 2 threshold
model. KMC simulations were run for a 128×128 site system for a total of
10 000 Monte Carlo Steps (MCSs).
annihilation rate, p (determined from the relative numbers
of particle creation and annihilation attempts), over a long
simulation. However, this ignores large fluctuations in droplet
size and shape, which are strongly correlated with variations in
p. (Fluctuations in size are positively correlated with those in
the concentration in the surrounding metastable state.) Thus,
instead, we first performed simulations averaged over a mod-
erate time-period to get a scatter plot of Rc versus p which
is centered on behavior corresponding to Rc ∼ σeff/δp. As an
alternative, we have sampled over a short time periods tracking
Rc at the end of the period and the average p over that period.
We then average p values for all time-periods with the same
Rc. This produces the same basic behavior as the approach
samples for moderate time-periods but significantly reduces
statistical scatter. Our results will be presented in Fig. 8, which
reveal that 1/Rc does vary roughly linearly in δp although
there are some deviations from simple proportionality for small
δp. The inset shows analogous behavior for the N = 2 Durrett
threshold model. The same behavior is also seen in our MF-
type analyses in Sec. IV B.
IV. HETEROGENEOUS MEAN-FIELD ANALYSIS
VERSUS KMC SIMULATION
A. Analysis of equistability (for ε = 0)
For the conventional N = 2 threshold model with ε = 0,
our mean-field analysis in Sec. II for uniform states has already
determined site and pair approximation predictions for bistable
region with coexisting populated and vacuum states. Our initial
goal here is to apply the site and pair approximation versions of
the associated LDE (discrete reaction-diffusion equations) to
analyze the propagation of planar interfaces of various slopes,
S, separating populated and vacuum states in the bistable re-
gion. We thereby determine the orientation-dependence of eq-
uistability, peq = peq(S). This yields mean-field predictions for
the extent of generic 2PC in N = 2 threshold models. For de-
tails of our numerical implementation and analysis, the reader
is referred to Refs. 25 and 49.
To determine the upper boundary, p = pe = peq(S = 1),
of the generic 2PC regime, we analyze the propagation and
stationarity for diagonal interfaces with slope S = 1. LDE
analysis at either the site or pair approximation level reveals
that the velocity, V, of the interface versus p varies smoothly
through zero at p = peq(S = 1), just as in the KMC simula-
tions. From this LDE analysis, we obtain peq(site) = 0.702 84
and peq(pair) = 0.442 53 in the site- and pair-approximations,
respectively.
To determine the lower boundary, p = pf , of the generic
2PC regime, we claim that it is most appropriate to make the
identification pf = limS→∞ peq(S) in the LDE analysis. The
reason for assessing this limiting behavior rather than just
directly evaluating peq(S = ∞) is that the analysis of interface
propagation via LDE exhibits some anomalies not seen in
stochastic or continuum reaction-diffusion equations (RDE)
models. Specifically, interface pinning or propagation failure
can occur for certain orientations including the principal lattice
directions. Such unusual behavior in the LDE treatment might
be anticipated for a perfectly vertical interface, S = ∞, which
has no kinks in contrast to a fluctuating interface in the stochas-
tic model. Indeed, we find that limS→∞ peq(S) < peq(S = ∞),
see Refs. 25, 44, and 45, and 49 for further discussion of these
subtle issues. A comprehensive LDE analysis of the orientation
dependence of the equistability, peq(S), for our conventional
N = 2 threshold model with ε = 0 reveals clear convergence
with increasing S, as indicated in Table I. We conclude from
this analysis that pf (site) = 0.6847 and pf (pair) = 0.4187 in
the site- and pair-approximations, respectively.
We now summarize our mean-field results for pe, pf , and
for also ps (obtained previously in Sec. III A) and compare
these with KMC predictions. Table II reports these quantities
for both the conventional and Durrett N = 2 threshold models
with ε = 0. Rates for autocatalytic particle creation in the Dur-
rett model are generally below those in the conventional model
as noted in Sec. I, but the spontaneous annihilation rate remains
the same. Consequently, the spinodal points and the regime
of generic 2PC occur at lower p-values in the Durrett model.
Thus, we also report in Table II suitably rescaled widths of the
TABLE I. Equistability approaching near-vertical interfaces in the conventional N = 2 threshold model as
assessed by LDE in the site and pair approximations. Direct analysis for vertical interfaces yields peq(S =∞)
= 0.6913 (0.4213) in the site (pair) approximation.
S 1(diagonal) 2 4 8 16 ≥32
peq(S, site) 0.7028 0.6991 0.6919 0.6865 0.6847 0.6847
peq(S, pair) 0.4425 0.4390 0.4311 0.4238 0.4198 0.4187
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TABLE II. Site and pair MF approximations and precise KMC results for p-values bounding the generic 2PC
regime (p f and pe) and the spinodal (ps) for the conventional and Durrett models. Also shown is the width of
the 2PC region (∆peq= pe− p f ) and the metastable regime (∆ps = ps− pe) and appropriately rescaled values.
Conventional
site MF
Conventional
pair MF
Conventional
KMC
Durrett
site MF
Durrett
pair MF Durrett KMC
p f 0.684 7 0.418 7 0.316 0.205 1 0.105 6 0.086 9
pe 0.702 84 0.442 53 0.3518 0.211 38 0.108 31 0.094 43
ps 0.815 42 0.528 15 0.369 0.250 00 0.125 00 0.100
∆peq 0.018 2 0.023 8 0.036 0.006 33 0.002 71 0.007 5
∆peq/pe 0.025 8 0.053 8 0.102 0.029 9 0.025 0 0.079 7
∆ps 0.112 6 0.085 6 0.0172 0.038 6 0.016 7 0.005 6
∆ps/pe 0.160 2 0.193 5 0.049 0.182 7 0.154 1 0.059
generic 2PC regime and of the metastable regime. We find a
significant improvement in the pair over the site approximation
in the prediction of ps, pe, and pf . However, the predicted
width for the generic 2PC region is lower than precise KMC
values, and for the metastable region, the predicted width is
higher (the latter being a typical feature of mean-field type
approximations).
B. Analysis of droplet dynamics and critical
droplets (for ε = 0)
First, we present a LDE analysis for the conventional
N = 2 threshold model with ε = 0 of droplet dynamics in the
generic 2PC regime, pf < p < pe. We naturally compare re-
sults with those from KMC simulation discussed in Sec. III C.
We have performed an analysis for both the site-approximation
and pair-approximation, and the behavior is qualitatively simi-
lar. Thus, in Fig. 9, we just show pair LDE results for the
shrinkage of (initially) large droplets of one state embedded
in the other state for p = 0.43 in the generic 2PC regime,
pf (pair) = 0.4187 < p < pe(pair) = 0.4425. This behavior,
including the detailed droplet shape evolution, is entirely anal-
ogous to that shown in Fig. 7 as assessed by KMC simulation.
For p = 0.43, the vacuum droplet in Fig. 9(a) adopts a
diamond shape, the diagonal edges of which shrink since
p < pe. It will also shrink for p < pf . However, for p > pe,
a sufficiently large vacuum droplet will grow (see below).
For p = 0.43, the populated droplet in Fig. 9(b) adopts a
square shape, the horizontal and vertical edges of which shrink
since p > peq(S = ∞) = 0.4213 > pf = 0.4187. Although less
obvious, the populated droplet will also shrink for pf < p
< peq(S = ∞) given that the edges are somewhat curved and
thus, only nearly horizontal or vertical. It will also clearly
shrink for p > pf . We also note that a sufficiently large popu-
lated droplet will survive as a stationary solution of the LDE
for p < pf (rather than undergo slow fluctuation-mediated
shrinkage as in KMC simulations).
Finally, we present a LDE analysis for the conventional
N = 2 threshold model with ε = 0 of critical vacuum droplets
embedded in the populated state for pe < p < ps. Specifically,
we assess the variation of the critical droplet size, Rc, versus
δp = p − pe. Fig. 10 shows an example obtained from the pair
LDE for the growth (shrinkage) of a vacuum droplet which
is above (below) the critical size. These results immediately
determine upper and lower bounds on the critical size for the
selected p. To obtain a precise estimate of the critical size, Rc,
we systematically adjust the initial droplet size until we achieve
a stationary droplet configuration for long times. Fig. 8 summa-
rizes results of such extensive analysis for Rc for both the site-
and pair-approximations. Comparing with precise KMC CC-
simulation values, we find a significant improvement in the
pair prediction for Rc over the site approximation. Also for
FIG. 9. Stability of states against ex-
pansion of embedded droplet of the
other state in the generic 2PC regime
with p = 0.43 as determined from the
pair LDE: (a) vacuum droplets embed-
ded in the populated state and (b) pop-
ulated droplets embedded in the vac-
uum state. Compare with KMC results
in Fig. 7. Image size: 100×100 sites.
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FIG. 10. Pair LDE simulations showing (a) growth to
R = 49.00 by t = 10 000 of a larger initial droplet with
R= 16.36 and (b) shrinkage to R = 7.39 by t = 2500 of
a smaller initial droplet with R = 13.17, for p = 0.45
where pe < p < ps. Image size: 100×100 sites.
comparison, we show in the inset of Fig. 8 corresponding and
entirely analogous behavior for the Durrett model. In summary,
both KMC analysis and site and pair LDE analyses provide ev-
idence for a finite critical size of vacuum droplets. This obser-
vation is compatible with our earlier claim of metastability,
associated with a non-zero effective line tension σeff > 0,
in the regime pe < p < ps(eff ).
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis of the conventional N = 2 threshold model
with ε = 0 provides clear evidence for a discontinuous phase
transition between populated and vacuum states together with
generic 2PC over the finite range of particle annihilation rate,
0.3161 = pf < p < pe = 0.3518. Within this range, a droplet
(of any size) of the vacuum state embedded in the active state
shrinks at roughly constant rate, as does a droplet of the active
state embedded in the vacuum state. This behavior follows
immediately from the demonstrated orientation-dependence
of equistability for planar interfaces separating for coexisting
populated and vacuum states. The latter is most conveniently
and precisely assessed via constant-coverage simulations in
rectangular unit cells starting with an initial strip geometry. An
important additional feature of our analysis is to demonstrate
that generic 2PC is not just a feature of the N = 2 threshold
model in the special case without spontaneous particle crea-
tion. Rather, it is robust in that it persists for non-zero sponta-
neous particle creation rate ε > 0 (below a finite critical value
εc ≈ 0.006). The occurrence of generic 2PC for this simple
canonical model exhibiting a discontinuous non-equilibrium
phase transition contrasts behavior in thermodynamic systems,
which is constrained by the Gibbs phase rule.
Despite the above non-thermodynamic behavior, one finds
metastability and nucleation phenomena just above the generic
2PC region which are analogous to thermodynamic systems.
More specifically, our analysis indicates the existence of a
non-zero effective line tension for interfaces separating co-
existing states. This implies no divergence of correlations or
criticality at the transition. However, precise characterization
of metastability is challenging given the ill-defined nature of
the metastable state and the associated spinodal point and of
critical droplets.
Finally, we note that our application of homogeneous
and heterogeneous mean-field analyses was quite effective
in capturing the key features of model behavior. In some
respects, these approaches are perhaps more tuned to non-
equilibrium models as the associated LDE naturally captures
any orientation-dependence of equistability. They cannot cap-
ture so well the thermodynamic constraints associated with
the Gibbs phase rule that enforces a unique equistability or
coexistence point.
We also suggest that generic 2PC is perhaps not such a
rare anomaly for non-equilibrium systems displaying discon-
tinuous phase transitions. However, it is clearly not universal.
A relevant example is the ZGB model29 apparently exhibit-
ing a discontinuous transition at a single point. However, we
shall show in separate work that certain perturbations of the
ZGB model can induce generic 2PC. Other non-equilibrium
models, which have been cited as indicating the prevalence
of discontinuous transitions at a single point, include con-
tact models with large interaction33,34 or diffusion27 lengths.
However, for the large characteristic lengths in these models
(relative to the lattice constant), the basic behavior is expected
to be captured by continuum mean-field type reaction-diffusion
equations of the type analyzed exactly for Schloegl 2nd order
model.58 Here, there is no orientation-dependence of interface
propagation and a unique equistability point is assured (unlike
for analogous LDEs). Thus, generic 2PC is not expected.
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APPENDIX A: CC SIMULATION AND RELATED
ANALYSIS
Our simulations for the conventional N = 2 threshold
model with ε = 0 to determine pe = peq(S = 1) for a diagonal
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interface utilize a square lattice with L = 512 averaging over
105 MCS. Quite consistent results were obtained for different
target concentrations, Ct = 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, and 0.45. Av-
eraging over these simulations gives an estimate pe
= peq(S = 1) = 0.351 78(2), where the number in parentheses
denotes the standard deviation in the last digit. For comparison,
we performed slightly less extensive simulations for slope
S = 2 using L = 256 and averaging over 104 MCS to obtain
peq(S = 2) = 0.3497(1) unambiguously differing from the
value for S = 1. We find negligible finite-size effects in the
above analysis as in analogous studies for the Durrett N = 2
threshold model with ε = 0.10,11
Accurate determination of pf = peq(S = ∞ or 0) is more
demanding. The above-mentioned anomaly in the model means
that a vertical strip of the vacuum state can never be populated.
Thus, in a finite system with periodic boundary conditions,
one-by-one columns of sites adjacent to the empty strip will
eventually become depopulated (as this corresponds to an
absorbing state for the individual columns). Thus, simula-
tion requires judicious selection of system size and simula-
tion time, and there are significant finite size effects which
must be systematically analyzed for reliable estimation of
pf ≈ 0.316. Detailed discussion of these issues has been pre-
sented previously for the Durrett N = 2 threshold model with
ε = 0.10,11
For a more precise analysis of pf, we have developed
a refined version of the CC ensemble simulation algorithm.
Now, instead of specifying a target for the total concentra-
tion or number of particles in the system, we just specify
a target for the partially populated column adjacent to the
vacuum strip. Various choices of boundary conditions were
also explored. By specifying a target column concentration as
Ct = 0.2, one obtains estimates pf = 0.3130(1), 0.3145(1), and
0.315 35(9) for L = 256, 512, and 1024, respectively. Extrapo-
lating these results using a 1/L variation gives a final estimate
of pf = 0.3161(1).
As an aside, we note that an earlier CC ensemble analy-
sis for this model in Ref. 23 generated an estimate
peq = 0.3516. However, this analysis presumably used random
initial conditions, which results in complex phase-separated
states with a range of interface orientations and thus, an
uncontrolled average of peq(S)-values.
It is appropriate to mention another simulation strategy for
analysis of discontinuous non-equilibrium transitions similar
to the CC ensemble. This approach involves simulation of a
modified dynamics compatible with that of the contact process
of interest, but in a strictly conserved constant particle number
(CN) ensemble. Rather than independent spontaneous anni-
hilation and autocatalytic creation events, randomly selected
particles are moved with appropriate rates to empty sites which
are active in the sense that particles can be autocatalytically
created at those sites.35,59 The equivalence of this constant
particle ensemble and conventional simulations was shown in
the limit of infinite system size.59
APPENDIX B: PARTICLE FLUCTUATION ANALYSES
For the populated homogeneous steady-state in a finite
L × L site system with periodic boundary conditions (BCs),
fluctuations in the number, M , of particles are described by
the general fluctuation-correlation relations, ⟨(M − ⟨M⟩)2⟩
= L2 χ(p), where the susceptibility χ equals the sum of the pair
correlations over all separations. If there is critical behavior
at some pc, then setting ∆ = |p − pc |, one typically writes
C (concentration) ∼ ∆β, ξ (spatial correlation length) ∼ ∆−ν⊥,
and χ ∼ ∆−γ.3 Then, assuming that χ ∼ C2 ξd yields the hy-
perscaling relation γ = d · ν ⊥ −2β. For discontinuous transi-
tions, one sets β = 0. For criticality at a discontinuous transi-
tion, one might write37C ∼ C0 + A∆β∗, but where β∗ is distinct
from β.
For the N = 2 threshold model selecting p < pe, fluctu-
ations in the populated state should exhibit the feature that
χ is independent of L for moderately large L. Indeed, this
feature is consistent with the simulation data of da Silva
and de Oliveira,23,35 which indicates that ln [⟨(M − ⟨M⟩)2⟩]
− 2 ln[L] = ln[χ(p)] is roughly independent of L > 40. Of
particular significance is the additional feature that χ varies
smoothly with p < pe, and χ does not appear to diverge as
p → pe from below, i.e., γ = 0. Thus, ξ remains finite so
ν⊥= 0, as generally expected for a discontinuous transition.
This feature is consistent with our assignment of a non-zero
effective line tension at this transition.
For p > pe, the N = 2 threshold model with ε = 0 will
ultimately reside in the fluctuation-free absorbing vacuum
state. Behavior for finite systems with periodic BC, in such
p-regimes for continuous transitions, is commonly analyzed in
terms of scaling for populated quasi-stationary states surviv-
ing an initial transient.3 da Silva and de Oliveira23,35 instead
judiciously select “active” BC which assigns permanently
populated sites to the edges of the square L × L site simulation
cell. Here, behavior for p > pe is controlled by this selection
of BC and not by the general theory described above.
For these active BCs with large L and p > pe, it is clear
that only the interior sites near the corners of the simulation
cell will have significant particles population. Thus, behavior
for large L is determined by analysis of an infinite square lattice
system i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0, with sites i = 0 and j = 0 permanently
populated, and where sites near the origin will be populated. It
is clear that as L → ∞, one now has that ⟨(M − ⟨M⟩)2⟩ ≈ f (p),
where f (p) is independent of L. Simulation results support
this conclusion and further, indicate that f (p) ∼ (p − pe)−2 for
p > pe allowing estimation of pe.23,35 For simulations in a
finite L × L system with active BC, it is interesting to note
that the magnitude of fluctuations just above pe exceeds that
just below.23,35 The latter is controlled by the finite correlation
length in the populated steady-state. For the former, the system
cannot become trapped in the vacuum state due to the active BC
and thus, presumably meanders between a near vacuum state
and a populated steady-state.
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